
March 2021 Projects 
 

 
Fair Isle hats inspired from workshop by Terry Morris. 
Top left: Mary Troy - Adapted with my own design - Grey and blue waves inspiration for sons 
swim team. Loved her workshop!!!  Great fit and fun project.   
Top right: Leslie 
Bottom 2 rows: Donna Madeira – hats for her son and grandkids. 



 
 

 
Terry Morris 
Attached are some photos of the fair isle type hats, (and a sweater) I've knit in the past couple 

of years. Oh! and Socks! I love to knit fair isle patterning in socks so that I can use up some of 

my leftover sock yarns after knitting a "serious" pair. Way too many photos here, but wait! 

There’s more! If I go back a few more years.  



Lynn Elbert 
I finished the corn silk/ cilantro bamboo scarf and started the sister with a different variegated 

weft.  I’m working on the random looped rug using some donated needlepoint wool.  It is taking 

forever!   And I did a couple of paintings. Trying to learn Dutch pour.  I like the colors but the 

edge of one got messed up so my DH is going to restretch it on bars a tiny bit smaller so as to 

rescue the piece.  Isn’t he clever?!   

 
 

 
 



 
Carol Coffey 
Crochet dollies. 
 
 

 
Susan Kerhoulas 
I carded both of these skeins. The top one i put some Suffolk on the carder then some mohair 
(from my goat Whiskey) then some merino silk blend and bling from Lofty Lou’s. I repeated it a 
couple times and love it.  
The second one is a combo of dog undercoat and Suffolk. It wasn’t easy to card or spin but it 
came out ok. 
 



 
Neena Lloyd 
 Snow flakes in March a special request for a friend also been learning mosaic crochet from 

YouTube  crocheted samples then made charts off of them for the future  it really appeals to 

the OCD in me ha ! 

 
 

 
Jan Marks 
My projects this month were primarily weaving.  The first a woven blanket for my soon to be 

born third grandchild, Hunter.  I've always been fond of plaid and even though it was 3 colors, it 

wove much faster than the rug from last month.  The second project was my attempt at a timed 

trial of a full size shawl for practice for sheep to shawl.  The yarns both were won at a raffle at 

the Sacramento Guild.  I also finally wove a set of towels (not pictured) from a kit I bought at 

Halcyon for their 50th anniversary, quite a while ago. 

 
 



 
Joanie Soth 
The white sweater is an old Vogue lace pattern, the pink one is just playing around with short 
rows for shaping and the teal one is a top down sweater.   
 
 

 
Kathy Smith 
More tea towels using kitchen utensils and bottles for stamping. 
 
 



 
Top left:  Linda Dean 
I have been working through my "special yarn" stash. The yarn in this shawl was dyed at a 

natural dye workshop with the Guild about 10 years ago...at Charlotte Rhodes home. I finally 

put the rainbow together in this crocheted circular shawlette.. 

Top right:  Merideth Masters 
Fingerless gloves 
I’ve made these for a friend who moved to Colorado so her hands could be warm while indoors 
 
Bottom left:  Beth Callahan 
March Gnome 
 
Bottom Right:  Donna Madeira 
This is Saw Tooth felted Bowl.  It’s only second time I’ve attempted knitting and felting.  Yarn is 
Plymouth Galway Collage with different shades of green.  
 


